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“I s there any place, anything that we do that is absolutely 

secure and safe? No. There is no such thing, there is no 

such place, and all  we can do is to keep this calm mind.

Is this useful to you? 

What is it  useful for? 

I am here to remind you not to have this attitude: ‘ I ’ l l  wait 

until  the disaster happens, and then I ’ l l  do sitting meditation. ’ 

I  tell  you, there will  be no way you can settle your mind. It ’s 

important that you practice now, in your daily l ife—practice 

settling and calming your mind. That way when a crisis 

happens, you’l l  be in a safer place with this practice already 

under your belt.  If  you do come down with a serious il lness,  if 

you can maintain a calm and peaceful mind you will  get well 

sooner. Don’t wait until  i l lness gets to you, thinking ‘Oh, I 

know the method already, so I ’ l l  wait until  I  get sick and then 

I ’ l l  do sitting meditation. ’  It  won’t be useful then.” 

— Chan Master Sheng Yen
Elmhurst, New York
April 25, 2003
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An excerpt from a lecture given by Chan Master Sheng Yen to the monastic sangha at 
Dharma Drum Mountain, Taiwan, on June 17, 2007. Translated by Ven. Chang Wen 
and edited by Antonio Hsieh. 

D i r e c t l y  P r a c t i c e  “ N o  M i n d ”

by 

Chan Master Sheng Yen

We should be aware that they are wandering 
thoughts, aware of how they arise or appear. We 
pay attention to the wandering thoughts, and know 
what we are thinking about. When we are not 
paying attention, when we don’t care about them, 
these wandering thoughts continue on forever. Yet, 
once we are mindful of how the thoughts arise and 
what kind of thoughts they are, they immediately 
stop. This is what “with awareness of them, they 
vanish” refers to.

“When thoughts arise, just be aware of them” 
refers to being aware that there are wandering 
thoughts. When we are aware that there are 
wandering thoughts, we will have immediately 
departed from them, and thus at that time, they’ll 
no longer exist. We should practice this way at 
all times. However, it’s not possible that as soon 
as we practice we’ll get enlightened. Rather, we 

should practice ceaselessly. Whenever there are 
wandering thoughts, just know about them and 
don’t bother with them. When the next thought 
appears we should just say again, “I know these are 
wandering thoughts, and I’m not going to follow 
them.” In this way, you’ll have pulled yourself away 
from these wandering thoughts, and will have left 
them behind.

At the next moment, if wandering thoughts 
still appear, you should continue to use this 
method of “when thoughts arise, just be aware of 
them.” Know that these are wandering thoughts, 
and then immediately leave them behind. If when 
you have wandering thoughts you are continuously 
wallowing in them, neither wanting to be aware 
of them nor wanting to depart from them, then 
you’ll forever be amidst these wandering thoughts, 
without hope of leaving them behind! So when 

Today, I would like to introduce to everyone 
how we can practice Chan in the midst of daily 
life. The practice of meditative concentration 
(Ch. chan ding) can be divided into 4 stages: one 
begins with having a scattered mind, and goes on 
to a concentrated mind, then to a unified mind, 
and lastly no-mind. However, the Chinese Chan 
School’s approach is to make an effort to go directly 
to the fourth stage. It doesn’t matter whether or 
not one previously has a concentrated mind, or a 
unified mind; one directly begins with no-mind. 
We all know that a scattered mind is when there are 
many wandering thoughts. We begin the practice 
from this scattered mind, and then we skip over 
the middle stages of the concentrated and unified 
mind, to directly enter into no-mind. This is called 
the Chan of “sudden enlightenment.”

How is it possible to attain no-mind by 
skipping over the states of concentrated and 
unified mind? The ancient worthies—the Chan 
Masters of the Tang Dynasty, all the way up until 
Venerable Master Xuyun—all spoke in this way 
and advocated this method.

The method can be divided into two levels; 
the first is a state of “scattered mind.” In this state 
our mind is simply deluded. We may feel that we 
are not working on the method, or that we are 
unable to gain any strength from the method. At 
this point, what should we do? Even a person who 
is unable able to count the breath, simply unable 
to calm the mind down, can directly practice no-
mind. This refers to:

“When thoughts arise,

just be aware of them;

with awareness of the thoughts, they vanish.” 
*

At all times, one can practice in this way. 
What is the meaning of “when thoughts arise?” 
Right now, your scattered mind is the deluded 
mind, which is just wandering thoughts. These 
thoughts rise and fall in a flurry in the mind, as 
you’re thinking in a very random and chaotic way. 
We call this “wandering thoughts flying about in 
disorder.” In this state, we are not aware that they 
are wandering thoughts; we just know that we’re 
unable to settle down our mind.

*This quote can be seen in a variety of places within the Chan records. Some notable texts are “The Three Principles of Chan” 
by Master Zongmi, “Contemplating Mind” by Master Hanshan, and “A Guide to Sitting Chan” by Master Changlu. They all have 
the same general meaning, with slight variations in the words: with awareness of [deluded] thoughts, these thoughts vanish  
instantly.
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there are wandering thoughts, we should practice 
“When thoughts arise, just be aware of them; with 
awareness of them, they vanish.” This is the first level.

The second level is “To depart from all 
thoughts, and let go of all entangling conditions.” 
Since at all times you are aware of these wandering 
thoughts and let go of them, you would not be 
wrapped up in them or pulled along by them. 
This is “When thoughts arise, just be aware of 
them.” After becoming aware of them, we should 
not get involved with them, thinking, “What 
was I just thinking of? I wonder if I’ll think of it 
again…” Don’t bother with any of this; just leave 
wandering thoughts alone. At this time, just “let go 
of all entangling conditions;” let all inner and outer 
circumstances be. In this way, you’ll very quickly 
enter the state of no-mind.

Because you have already let go of all 
conditions, you are able to not generate wandering 
thoughts; not generating wandering thoughts, you 
are able to let go of all conditions. So the thoughts 
that were previously in the mind are gone, and the 
grasping mind is not generated. Since there are no 
wandering thoughts or grasping, the following 
thought would not arise. At this time, one would 
be in a state of no-mind. 

In this condition of no-mind, the previous 
mind does not exist and the following mind will not 
arise; there are no thoughts—no scattered thoughts 
and no wandering thoughts. This condition is a 
shallow no-mind state.

Well, this is “sudden practice, sudden 
enlightenment!” Everyone hopes that they can 
attain sudden enlightenment through sudden 
practice, but they didn’t know that there is such 
a Dharma gateway. Usually we are wallowing 
amidst our many wandering thoughts, completely 
unaware of them, and do not want to depart 

from them. In that case, there is no hope of 
enlightenment.

When neither the previous thought arises nor 
the following thought is generated, this is “no-
mind.” This just means that when the previous 
thought does not arise and no wandering thoughts 
are generated, then let go of all conditions so no 
wandering thoughts are generated. Venerable 
Master Xuyun gave this state just such a name, 
called “Without a single thought arising, let go of 
all conditions.” When not even one single thought 
arises, you once again have let go of all conditions.

“All conditions” means that in the following 
moment you again start thinking of this and 
that, and again other thoughts appear. So if 
thoughts appear again, what should we do? Just 
start again from the first level, “When thoughts 
arise, just be aware of them; with awareness of 
them, they vanish.” Then follow with “Without 
a single thought arising, let go of all conditions.” 
Ceaselessly, incessantly utilize these two levels 
of practice.

When there are wandering thoughts, we cannot 
say that this is “without a single thought arising,” 
because thoughts have already arisen. Yet when 
one is able to discover that there are wandering 
thoughts, these thoughts will immediately 
disappear. For example, when we see darkness, 
maybe we don’t know that it’s darkness. However, 
when we turn on the light, we immediately know 
what darkness and light are. As soon as the light 
appears, darkness disappears; this amounts to “with 
awareness of them, they vanish.”

“When thoughts arise, 

just be aware of them;

with awareness of them, they vanish.

Without a single thought arising, 

let go of all conditions.”

If we practice like this continuously and 
ceaselessly in our daily lives, we would be 
practicing Chan.

When practicing meditative concentration 
(of gradual stages) there’s a definite process. Yet, 
Chan is the sudden approach to enlightenment; 
there’s no mention of any method for cultivating 
meditative concentration. For example, the levels 
of “scattered mind,” “concentrated mind,” “unified 
mind,” and “no mind,” are stages that I designated. 
The ancestral masters of ancient China did not 
speak of any methods where one progresses 
level by level. Nevertheless, I have found that the 
cultivation of these eminent masters is actually 
not without levels.

Their levels of practice began with “When 
thoughts arise, just be aware of them; with 
awareness of them, they vanish.” Afterwards, when 
thoughts again arise, immediately become aware 
of them. Then they will cease. When there aren’t 
any thoughts in your mind, as in “without a single 
thought arising,” just don’t give rise to any other 
thoughts. At this time, you are not grasping at 
anything or any condition, because as soon as you 
grasp at any condition, thoughts arise. This is the 
method with which Masters from the ancient times 
all the way up to Venerable Master Xuyun taught 
people. 

Now I want to tell you all: this is what we 
should strive to practice in daily life. However, in 
order to practice this, we don’t always have to be 
sitting on the cushion in the Chan Hall.

We know that throughout his life, Venerable 
Master Xuyun didn’t spend a very long time in 
the Chan hall. Since he embarked on the spiritual 
path, he devoted most of his time to practicing 
austerities, traveling on foot, reconstructing 
monasteries, and extensively delivering sentient 

beings. There are not many records of him actually 
residing in the Chan Hall. There’s also Master 
Laiguo of Gaomin Monastery in Yangzhou, who 
spent his life dedicating himself to the building of 
monasteries and maintaining places of practice, 
all for the sake of sentient beings. Chan Master 
Baizhang advocated “A day without work is a day 
without food.”

To practice Chan, we don’t have to be 
constantly doing sitting meditation, all day and 
night, or all year long. In the Vimalakirti Sutra, 
when Shariputra was deep in the woods sitting 
peacefully in meditation, Bodhisattva Vimalakirti 
scolded him saying, “Your meditation is useless.” In 
the history of the Chan school, this kind of story 
has been evolving ever since, as the periods before 
and after Chan Master Mazu Daoyi there were 
many instances where people were scolded for 
sitting in meditation. However, the example in the 
Vimalakirti Sutra is the best.

Listen, everyone, don’t think that you don’t 
have enough time to spend for sitting meditation. 
You may think that you’re busy all day, doing this 
and that, and don’t have any time for practice. 
Actually, your mind should be unified with the 
work at hand. Whatever you’re doing, the mind 
is just doing that—without any wandering or 
scattered thoughts. If you can do this, then you’d be 
practicing Chan. If on the other hand, you’re doing 
one thing, and your mind is doing something else—
thinking about all sorts of things in a random and 
chaotic way—then you’d certainly not be practicing.

When we eat, we just eat; this is practice. 
When we are working, this is also practice. It’s 
like what Chan Master Baizhang said, “A day 
without work is a day without food.”  When we 
are sleeping, this is also practice. Within twenty-
four hours a day, there is not one moment that is 
not considered practice.
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If we are ordinarily full of 
vexations and irritable in our daily 
lives, always thinking that there’s 
something wrong with other people, 
and that there’s something wrong 
with this and that, or that we’re always 
being taken advantage of by others, 
and that other people are in conflict 
with us—we’d feel incredibly unhappy, 
almost like we’re in hell. This is 
because we would not be practicing. 
If we were practicing, no matter what 
we’d see, it would be pleasing to the 
eye, pleasing to the ear, pleasing to the 
mind—we’d be very happy. In this way, 
we’d really be practicing, otherwise, 
you’d feel that there’s always some 
kind of contradiction, or discomfort, 
unhappiness, and feeling of being 
restricted. In this way, we’d be in a 
terrible mess.

The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara has 
another name called “Contemplating 
Freedom” (Ch. Guan Zizai). Although 
she is incredibly busy, always looking 
for sentient beings who are suffering 
and responding to their needs, she is 
still so at ease, and therefore the name 
“Freedom” is given to her. For those 
monastics who really know how to 
practice, they are truly happy, free, at 
ease, and full of Dharma joy; taking 
the bliss of Chan as their nourishment. 
Therefore, all of you should have 
confidence that Chan is amidst daily 
life.
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D i s c o v e r  t h e  T r u e  M i n d

by 

Abbot Venerable Guo Xing

The practice of the methods of Huatou and 
Silent Illumination is to discover the true mind. 
According to the Shurangama Sutra, the mind 
you are using now to listen to my talk is actually 
the deluded mind, not the true mind. Therefore, 
whether you think my talk is good or not good—
this is all from your deluded mind. You may not 
understand what that means now, but at least you 
have heard that this is the deluded mind that you 
are using. The root cause of the cycle of samsara 
is that sentient beings take the mind that seizes 

upon conditions (deluded mind) as the self-nature. 
The deluded mind always includes a discriminating 
mind and discriminable phenomena, which is made 
up of the six objects—sight, sound, smell, taste, 
touch, and thoughts. Since sentient beings take this 
attaching and rejecting mind as their mind, they 
have lost their true, wondrous mind of nirvana—
the original mind departing from all phenomena.

Silent Illumination practice emphasizes “do not 
illuminate upon the conditions.” This means that 

1) the object that the mind relates to is not the 
true mind; 

2) the conditions or objects in phenomena are 
irrelevant to the true mind; and

 3) the illuminating function of the true mind 
does not need an object to relate to.

However, since sentient beings are used to 
attaching and discriminating phenomena they must 
work hard to return to their original unmoving, 
and non-attaching mind. When the mind is in a 
non-dual status, beyond subject and object, we call 
it enlightenment.

The original true mind is non-dual. Due to a 
single unenlightened thought (ignorance), the 
Three Subtle Appearances (ignorance, the subject 
seeing, and the object being seen) arise. Sentient 
beings live with this dual mode in every moment 
of their lives. They cannot see self-nature in the 
phenomena.

Master Sheng Yen once said, “when the 
enlightened one sees, she/he sees both self-nature 
and phenomena at the same time.” Just like a mirror 
reflecting objects—all the objects are within the 
mirror. If you seek the Dharma outside the mind, 
you become an externalist, just like saying that the 
objects in the mirror are external objects.

Now, a question for you—I am right now 
talking about the Dharma; am I within your mind 
or outside your mind? Answer: “Inside.” Everyone 
knows the standard answer. Through practicing 
Silent Illumination, we will have the ability to see 
that people and language are just images in our 
mind. Silent Illumination means that we don’t 
attach to or reject any of the phenomena arising in 
our mind. One stage in Silent Illumination practice 
is to contemplate totality. In our daily life, when 

we interact with people, if we can contemplate the 
totality of all phenomena within our mind, and 
are not attached to a particular object, we will be 
content with any images or sounds arising in our 
mind without like, dislike or any discrimination.

Master Sheng Yen spoke many times about the 
phrase “Mind arises without abiding anywhere.” 
Non-abiding means that mind has no attachment 
to any sense objects, just as the sun shines on 
everything, with no discrimination. The sun does 
not give someone more sunshine, because it likes 
that person, or that person needs more warmth. 
Similarly, it will not withhold sunshine, because 
that person has done many unwholesome deeds. 
Have you ever seen such a sun? The sun always 
shines equally in all places with no discrimination.

That is the Chan method that the Caodong 
School promotes. Pure awareness is equal, while 
the phenomena vary. However, within the 
diverse phenomena, there is the equally existing 
pure awareness. Just as the sun shines equally on 
everything, pure awareness resides equally in all 
phenomena without arising or extinguishing. The 
essence of true awareness is unmoving, so we call 
it tranquility. The manifestation of true awareness 
is diverse, moving, rising and perishing. Sentient 
beings, in attaching themselves to manifested 
phenomena, lose their true mind (emptiness). 
The enlightened one is aware of true nature and 
phenomena at the same time. 

The practice of Silent Illumination and Huatou 
is to return to the original mind. The returning 
process includes four key stages: 1) no attachment 
and no rejection; 2) emptiness of all phenomena; 
3) shattering of emptiness; and 4) manifestation of 
true awareness.

The mind originally has no subject, object, empty 
space or a world. Due to that one deluded thought, 

From a talk given at the Chan Meditation Center on Februrary 13, 2011. Translated by 
Echo Bonner, transcribed by Lingyun Wang and edited by Buffe Maggie Laffey. 
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space came into being, then the continuation of the 
world, living beings, and karmic retribution. We 
transcend sentient beings from the cycle of samsara 
to nirvana, which is beyond duality, and beyond 
space. Enlightenment is to see the emptiness in 
all phenomena, shattering the empty space, with 
true awareness present. At that moment, one will 
realize that no phenomenon is apart from the self, 
but no single phenomenon is the self. The above is 
not a word game.

The Chan practice of Silent Illumination and 
Huatou is to return from the deluded dual mind to 
true awareness. What is the difference between the 
two methods? Silent Illumination is based on the 
enlightened status, where emptiness and awareness 
are inseparable from all phenomena. The method 
of Huatou is to investigate “what is wu?” Using 
Huatou, it is easy for one to recognize external 
phenomena, then let it go. One continues letting go 
until the empty space is let go, then true awareness 
manifests. When the great doubts are shattered, 
there is no further question about when or how to 
get enlightened since one is already enlightened.

Huatou differs from Silent Illumination in that 
Huatou is letting go of phenomena, while Silent 
Illumination is within phenomena, letting go of 
the attaching and rejecting mind. The Dharma 
Drum Lineage of Chinese Chan Buddhism carries 
on both Silent Illumination and Huatou methods. 
Master Sheng Yen considered Silent Illumination 
as the main method, because this Chan method can 
easily apply to daily life, and can be related to the 
fourfold foundation of awareness in Theravada 
Buddhism, and Mahamudra and Dzogchen in 
Tibetan Buddhism.

No matter which method is used, it is all about 
the deluded mind (from the one deluded thought, 
then, space, world, living beings, and karmic 
retribution) returning to the original mind (no 

karmic retribution, no sentient being, no world, 
and no empty space). Chan practice is supposed 
to point directly to the true mind, with no need of 
gradual practice. If a Chan Master questions you, 
and with that question, you directly experience 
the enlightenment status, we call it sudden 
enlightenment. If you have heard the Dharma for 
over 10 or 20 years, and have not yet experienced 
the enlightenment status, we call it gradual practice.

For example, a Chan Master asks, “Where are 
you from?” You answer, “I am coming from home.” 
This is called gradual practice. If you answer, “No 
coming, no going,” then, the Master says, “You 
pretend to know the answer.” If you kick the 
Master, it looks like some enlightenment. Then the 
Master kicks you back. After several interactions, 
it will be clear whether you are enlightened or not. 
An enlightened person, at any moment, has the 
true mind being the phenomena.

In summary, sentient beings take the images in 
their mind as one’s true mind. Some practitioners 
knew that Shifu had mind-reading power, 
therefore, they were very much afraid that Shifu 
would know what they were thinking, so as soon as 
they saw Shifu, they started to chant the Buddha’s 
name. Do you think Shifu would take your 
wandering thoughts as you? Only those who have 
mind-reading power but still take the five skandhas 
as sentient beings will spy on another’s mind. It 
does not matter if you have illusory thoughts or 
chant the Buddha’s name, the enlightened ones 
will not take them as you. The picture drawn by 
the mind is not the mind pen. The mind pen of 
sentient beings is pure and perfect. Therefore, 
when an enlightened one sees sentient beings, they 
see the pure and complete true nature.

If you think my talk today is just so-so, that 
means you took my words as me. Understand I 
have not talked about anything at all today. 
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Ashort excerpt from a Dharma Talk given at the 7-Day Gateway to Chan Retreat held at 
the Dharma Drum Retreat Center in March of this year. Transcribed by Yanming and 
edited by Buffe Maggie Laffey. 

W o r k  P r a c t i c e

by 

 Guo Gu (Jimmy Yu)

How’s your work practice? Is it good? Work 
practice is very important, ever since the beginning 
of the Chan tradition, because Chinese Buddhism 
was persecuted several times in China, very, very 
badly. The 9th century was one of the worst 
persecutions; nearly all of the Buddhist traditions 
perished. Chan survived because it moved to the 
forest. That’s why sometimes Chan monasteries 
are called “forests”—it comes from that period. 
Communities gathered together to practice. There 
were no patrons during this persecution, and 
everything had to be done by themselves. That’s 
where the saying comes from: “Chopping wood, 
carrying water is all Chan.”

Since that time, this spirit of seeing daily life 
in the community as practice has been a defining 
feature of the Chan tradition. This new orientation 
toward practice was a shift away from both 
intellectual doctrinal studies and hermitic practice, 
where individuals would run off to their own 
solitary retreats. Coming together and practicing, 
supporting one another—that is Chan practice! So 
the work practice that we do, that we still promote, 
has a long history, over a thousand years.

In fact, it’s during work practice that most of 
the people in the Chan tradition got their insights 
from. Very, very few got their insights from sitting 
meditation. I can count maybe on one hand how 

many Chan masters got enlightened during sitting. 
Less than five! But in daily life, working?—all the 
rest of them.

So if you think that working and your daily 
life is not practice, then you are gravely mistaken. 
During retreats some people just want to work 
to get it done as quickly as possible, so they can 
“do their practice.” So they can come here [to the 
Chan Hall] and do walking meditation, or do more 
sitting meditation, because that’s practice. Yes, 
that’s certainly practice, but I can’t fathom why 
people would skip work so they can sit! What’s 
the mentality of that? Work that actually supports 
everyone that uses the space, and you don’t want to 
do it? Can you see the selfishness in that?

I used to love cleaning toilets. You know why? 
Because other people don’t want to do it, so I do it. 
When people go in to the toilet, and see it’s clean, 
they feel at ease. I help reduce one little vexation. 
My teacher once said to me, “What is the mind for 
the Way? Use your body like a rag; let your mind 
be a mirror.” What does a rag do? A rag doesn’t 
touch the Buddha statue. It cleans the toilet! Every 
time we had job assignments, some people would 
clamor, “I want to clean the Buddha statue, I want 
to clean the Buddha statue!” I felt, “I’m not worthy. 
Let me clean the toilet.” Places that everyone uses, 
public space like water station, toilets—they need Painting by Chia-Mei Tseng

to be cleaned. So we clean. We clean that so that 
everyone can practice at peace. Let me tell you a 
secret: All the merit that they gain from practicing, 
from going there and happily using the clean 
bathroom and public space and feeling at peace, 
you get a percentage. THAT’S A LOT OF MERIT! 
You’re investing in the best possible things. 
When you invest, you have to invest in things 
that everyone uses, that everyone needs. Things 
that support  practice. You see? There’s only one 
Buddha statue to clean, but there are many toilets 
for practitioners. Now, don’t you want to rush to 
the bathroom and start cleaning? 

Practice. Practice. Practice. Someone came to 
the interview, and he said, “I’m sorry I didn’t clean 
the bathroom good enough.” He apologized. I don’t 

remember saying to him that he didn’t clean well 
enough, but he came in to the interview and said 
“I’m sorry, but I cleaned it very good today, and 
I will continue, tile by tile by tile by tile.” I said, 
“Good.” That’s practice.

We make our environment clean. In that 
process of mindful work, our mind becomes 
clean. We’re grateful to the environment for 
providing the opportunity for us to serve and to 
clean our mind. Thus, cleaning is very important. 
Being clean is also very important—cleaning our 
own body and mind for others. Pure mind, in a 
clean body, practicing in a clean environment. 
This is what my teacher meant by “building a pure 
land on earth.” That’s the Chan tradition. Please 
remember that.
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C u l t i v a t i n g  t h e  B o d h i s a t t v a  P a t h 

A t  W o r k

By Rebecca Li

Rebecca Li is a professor of sociology at The College of New Jersey and a board member 
at the Dharma Drum Retreat Center. She attended her first seven-day retreat with Chan 
Master Sheng Yen in 1996 and became his translator in 1999. She gives Sunday Dharma 

Talks at the Chan Meditation Center, teaches Beginner's Dharma and Beginner's Meditation 
classes, and leads short retreats. This article is based on a talk given at the Chan Meditation 
Center.

Most of us have to work to make a living, 
yet many people dread going to work for many 
reasons, such as boredom, interpersonal conflict, 
stress and competition. In our attempt to feel 
better in our work life most of us try to change the 
external conditions. Some may keep changing jobs. 
Others may find distractions outside of work to 
deal with the stress and pressure. As practitioners, 
we might explore ways we can apply the practice 
while at work, since running away does not really 
get to the root of the problem. For those who 
keep changing jobs, they may find that they get 
dissatisfied not long after starting the new job. 
For those who try to forget the problems at work 
by devoting themselves to other things—family, 
volunteer work, or hobbies—they may find the 
same problems still staring them in the eyes every 
time they go to work. 

Observing this, one may realize that perhaps the 
problem is not external. Dharma practice allows us 
to turn inward to reflect on how sufferings arise. 
The bodhisattva path provides us with guidance on 
how to free ourselves from suffering. In this article, 
I would like to examine how one can engage in the 
bodhisattva practice at work.

First of all, I would like to clarify what we 
mean by cultivating the bodhisattva path—it is an 
approach to practice which focuses on bringing 
benefits to others without being concerned with 
one’s own gain and loss. Personal benefit results 
from such practice; this sounds paradoxical, 
but not so if we keep in mind that the goal of 
practice is to lessen self-centered attachment, 
which is the source of our suffering. As long as 
we put ourselves before others, see our needs as 
more important than other people’s needs, this 
self-centered attachment will only strengthen. If, 
instead, we stop being so concerned with our own 
desires, comfort, worries and suffering, and turn 
our focus to bringing happiness to others, we will 
find that we end up being happier and the worries 
that were haunting us disappear.

Many of us have probably experienced this 
in one way or the other. For example, on some 
days, we wake up feeling pretty lousy because we 
did not sleep well. Very often, we attach the self 
to the notion that “I am not feeling well and I am 
not going to put up with any garbage today.” So 
we set our mind to put our desires and suffering 
first, expecting others to yield to us, and perhaps 

feeling totally justified in being mean 
and nasty. In this way, the self-fulfilling 
prophecy begins. We are going to have 
a lousy day not because we woke up 
feeling lousy, but because we made the 
decision to focus on our discomfort 
at the expense of our concern for 
others. When we are inconsiderate, 
others respond in kind, and thus more 
unpleasant experiences are generated. 
Or, we can take a different path—the 
bodhisattva path: We are aware of the 
headache, but we focus on smiling, 
being considerate and helpful to 
others. Then we will find that either 
the headache disappears by itself, or 
we stop noticing it; our suffering 
disappears when we do not dwell on it.

If we are only concerned with 
bringing benefits to others, we will 
be motivated to improve ourselves. 
We will find ways to calm our minds, 
maintain emotional stability, learn new 
skills, and try to understand others’ 
points of view, so that we can be more 
effective in helping others. As a result, 
without thinking about what benefit 
we may yield, we are the ones who 
benefit most from our selfless concern 
for others. This is how the bodhisattva 
path works.

How do we go about cultivating 
the bodhisattva path? The content of 
the bodhisattva precepts provides some 
guidance. The three cumulative pure 
precepts include: refrain from causing 
harm to others, engage in all virtuous 
acts, and vow to help all sentient beings. 
I will go over these precepts one by one 
in the context of our work life.

Illustrations by Yiyun Liu
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disobedience of which leaves us condemned. Rather, 
precepts are tools that help us free ourselves from 
suffering. They provide guidance on how we would 
like to live our lives so as to refrain from causing 
harm to others and ourselves. For instance, if our 
job asks us to convince people to pay for products 
we know are not good, how would it make us feel 
inside? We may make a decent amount of money 
doing so, but deep down, we probably don’t feel so 
proud of ourselves. Such turmoil gnaws at us and 
may surface as resentment, irrational anger, low 
self-esteem or insecurity—emotional afflictions 
that cause us unease or suffering. Our personal 
happiness is not the only victim. Our performance 
and effectiveness can also be adversely affected. 
Consider this: feeling lousy because of this internal 
turmoil may cause us to treat others poorly and we 
can feel quite helpless about it. We may get grumpy 
or snap at our boss, colleagues or clients, who may 
in turn evaluate us poorly which can cost us our 
next promotion or even our job. Knowing this, 
what would be the wise thing to do? It may be a 
good idea to stop working at this job that involves 
breaking the precept of lying and look for a job that 
allows us to sleep well at night.

Refrain From Causing Harm

The first of the three cumulative pure precepts 
is to refrain from causing harm to others. This 
involves, for the laity, upholding the five precepts: 
not killing, not stealing, not lying, not engaging 
in sexual misconduct, and not using intoxicants. 
We avoid getting intoxicated to prevent acting 
with poor judgment which often results in hurting 
others. The teachings on right livelihood (part 
of the eightfold noble path) as explained by both 
Master Yin Shun and Master Sheng Yen, talk about 
making a living while upholding the five precepts. 
Hence, in choosing our profession (an important 
step in our work life) besides making sure it is 
legal, the precepts also provide some guidance 
on what kind of professions practitioners would 
like to avoid. While perfectly legal, for instance, 
running a slaughter house would be a profession 
a practitioner might like to avoid because 
slaughtering animals breaks the precept of killing. 
This is an obvious example; there are some more 
subtle ones. Some jobs appear on the surface to 
be perfectly in accordance with the precepts until 
we start working there. For instance, in some jobs 
that involve selling and promoting products or 
services, some companies push the salespeople to 
deceive customers in order to increase sales and 
profit. Discovering this, a practitioner might like 
to consider a different job.

This is often a difficult issue to discuss. For one 
thing, these precepts seem to put practitioners at a 
disadvantage in our already challenging world. One 
may complain, “It’s not easy to find a well-paying 
job to support my family. It is simply not practical 
to narrow my choices to comply with the precepts. 
Perhaps only some people are fortunate to have 
such options if they do not have huge student loans 
to repay or they come from a wealthy family.” 
This is a fair comment and warrants clarification. 
Precepts are not rules to restrict our behaviors, the 

Observing and upholding the precepts helps 
us attain peace of mind; breaking them knowingly 
causes us suffering. The choice is ours. As long 
as we are willing to suffer the emotional turmoil 
caused by our actions that cause harm to others, 
we can choose not to uphold these precepts. 
There are no precept police out there enforcing 
these precepts. We are responsible for ourselves. 
In fact, the practice of upholding precepts is a 
perfect illustration of how the bodhisattva practice 
works—the intention appears to be for the benefit 
of others, yet ultimately, we ourselves benefit the 
most in the form of inner peace and happiness.

Before we move on, for those of you unfamiliar 
with the teaching of precepts, I would like to 
clarify one more thing. The upholding of precepts 
is our own business, and thus we set the standard 
to which we are able and willing to adhere and 
practice accordingly. They are not standards we 
use to judge and evaluate other people. This is very 
important. If we do not understand this point, we 
may misuse the teachings of right livelihood and 
pass judgments on and discriminate against people 
in some professions. This is not the purpose of 
the precepts. Doing so will only generate more 
vexations and suffering for ourselves.

Engage in All Virtuous Actions

The second of the three cumulative pure 
precepts is to engage in all virtuous acts. In our 
practice, it is not enough just to refrain from 
harmful actions, we also aspire to bring joy and 
happiness to others. Hence, in our speech, in 
addition to refraining from lying, using harsh 
words, engaging in divisive and frivolous speech, 
we also say things in ways that bring comfort and 
happiness to others.

I heard a story about a person who teaches 
the Dharma. When he learned that one of his 

students had just been diagnosed with cancer, he 
thought he would help the student understand the 
impermanence of life by saying to her, “you are 
going to die.” The student was very hurt. In this 
case, the teacher was certainly not lying, but what 
he said did not bring comfort to the student.

This point may seem trivial to some of you, 
but it is a crucial part of our practice. Master 
Sheng Yen often reminded us that we should pay 
equal attention to wisdom and compassion in our 
practice. If we emphasize wisdom at the expense 
of compassion, we can become arrogant thinking 
that we know the truth and become callous in our 
relations with others, as illustrated in the example 
just mentioned. If we cultivate compassion without 
wisdom, we are likely to do things we think are 
helping others, but because such actions are based 
on ignorance rather than wisdom, we often end 
up causing harm and vexations to self and others. 
An example may help illustrate this point: I used 
to work with someone who thought of himself 
as a nice, compassionate person. When students 
went to him for help because they neglected to 
fulfill certain requirements, he would bend every 
rule in the book to make exceptions for them. He 
believed that he was helping them, but because 
he was violating policies and procedures, his 
actions caused everyone else loads of problem. 
Students became very confused about the policies. 
While some students who were exempted from 
some requirements thought he was a great guy, 
others felt cheated. So, in this case, trying to be 
compassionate without wisdom caused others a 
great deal of trouble.

When we cultivate the bodhisattva path by 
engaging in virtuous actions that bring comfort 
and happiness to others, we practice putting others’ 
needs and concerns before ours. Wisdom helps us 
understand what is happening and what needs to 
be done, compassion reminds us to do the right 
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thing based not on what we think is right (which 
is a self-centered attitude) but on what others 
need most.

When I was department chair about ten years 
ago, it happened to be an incredibly busy time 
because the university was restructuring its entire 
curriculum, and I was often quite overwhelmed. 
There were a few times when students came to 
me to ask for help because they had to spend an 
extra semester as they neglected to take their 
courses in the correct sequence. I told them that 
there was nothing I could do and it was their 
responsibility. Later on, I found out that these 
students were quite hurt by my refusal to help 
them. I felt very badly when I heard that. While 
it was true that their situation was the result of 
their own negligence and it would be unfair if I 
gave them any exemptions, I could have expressed 
more kindness and understanding even though 
they would still need to stay an extra semester. At 
that time, I was too concerned about defending 
my decision enforcing the department’s policy. As 
a result, I neglected how these students felt; they 
must be deeply worried about the implication 
of having to graduate late. I certainly could have 
been more mindful of their agony and expressed 
my empathy more. It was a good lesson for me; 
it taught me that being too concerned about 
myself and my beliefs (in defending how right the 
department policies are and how I should enforce 
these policies equally to be fair to all students) had 
caused me to lose sight of taking care of the feelings 
of these students whom I cared about. I worked 
very hard to make the curriculum restructuring 
go smoothly for them. Yet, I neglected to be kind 
when I was interacting with them, and very often 
those moments really matter.

We may take our work so seriously that we 
become very attached to our way of doing things, 
believing firmly that we are working for the 

benefit of the organization. This belief is actually 
a form of self-centered attachment. It is relatively 
easy to spot that we are being self-centered when 
all we care about is making more money or getting 
the next promotion. Yet, this other form of self-
centered attachment—where we believe strongly 
that we are doing the right thing for everyone—
is more subtle and difficult to recognize. Various 
forms of practice, such as sitting meditation, that 
help us settle and clear our mind are useful in self-
reflection that sheds light on these more subtle 
forms of self-centered attachment. While we can 
remind ourselves to engage in virtuous actions, 
maintaining a calm and clear mind puts us in a 
state of being where these virtuous actions come 
naturally. Hence, if we want to be better at being 
kind and generous to others at work, practicing 
some form of meditation to calm the mind is 
important. When our mind is calm and clear, 
we are the first to benefit from this peace. If we 
approach our relationship with people at work 
in this way, putting their comfort and happiness 
ahead of our self-centered concerns, many of the 
interpersonal problems can be resolved.

Let me share another personal example to 
illustrate this point. There was a period when I 
was having some difficulty getting along with 
a colleague of mine. We both care about the 
department very much but we have different ideas 
about how to make things better. Things were 
quite tense between us for a while. One day after a 
meditation session, it suddenly became clear to me 
that it must be very stressful for her to be dealing 
with these departmental problems. I knew it 
because I had to deal with them in the past. For me 
to constantly voice very different opinions must 
have made things even more difficult. I thought to 
myself, “she too wants to make things better, it’s 
just that we have very different ideas.” So I bought 
a nice plant in a pot in her favorite color as a gift 
to show her my goodwill and told her that she was 

By this time, some readers are probably 
thinking, “What she is saying is nice but a bit 
naïve. Maybe it works in places where things are 
not so competitive. But there is no way I can be 
kind and generous and rejoice in others’ success 
in my ultra-competitive, cut-throat corporate 
world. This bodhisattva practice can never work 
in my job.” This is an important criticism. It is a 
common perception that Buddhist practice is 
only compatible with life in a relatively low-
stress, non-competitive environment such as a 
monastery, and it is not realistic to try to apply 
these principles of bodhisattva practice in a highly 
competitive environment. If this is true, then 
the buddhadharma will become irrelevant soon 
as our world is only getting more fast paced and 
competitive with increasing globalization. Since 
work takes up a significant chunk of our time each 
day, if the Dharma is not applicable at work, it is 
not really relevant in our modern world. But is this 
true?

Master Sheng Yen talked about competing 
against others versus competing against ourselves. 
Very often, when we think about competition, 
especially at work, we are competing against others. 
It goes along the line of, “I want to have better sales 
performance than everyone else,” or “I want to be 
the most popular teacher,” or “I want to outperform 
everyone else in front of our boss,” so on and so 
forth. This approach to competition may motivate 
us to work harder and improve ourselves, but it 
also causes a lot of stress and suffering. By thinking 
of competition as me against others, we reinforce 
in our mind the notion that there is a “me” who 
is permanent and separate from others. This is an 
erroneous understanding of the true nature of self, 
which is actually the result of the coming together 
of causes and conditions that are constantly 
changing. When we think of ourselves as separate 
from others, it is easy to feel isolated. If we add the 
idea that we are in a “me against others” situation, 

doing an excellent job. It made her very happy and 
the tension in our relationship disappeared. Do we 
still have disagreements? Of course, we do. But we 
can now disagree in an amiable way, and it makes 
life at work so much more pleasant for both of us.

Upholding this precept does not mean that 
we give up our principle, or pander to everyone, 
or never disagree with anyone at work, or let 
our subordinates slack off, or let people walk all 
over us. It merely means that we interact with 
them in a way that brings them joy and comfort 
rather than hurtful feelings, even when we are 
firing someone or giving someone an order or 
disagreeing with someone in a meeting. Also, 
when we keep our mind calm and clear, we can 
listen better which helps us understand the real 
issues. We are then more likely to be able to find 
a solution that is satisfactory to all parties. On the 
other hand, when we are consumed with anger—
often righteous anger—at others, it is difficult 
to see the situation clearly and come up with a 
satisfactory solution for all.
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it becomes very difficult for us to see how we are 
actually living in an interconnected world, where 
other people’s efforts contribute to our existence. 
Think about it, if none of our co-workers did their 
work, there would be no company to provide us 
with our livelihood, and we would not be able to 
pay bills and support our family. Yet, we do not 
see ourselves as interdependent with others. We, 
instead, see it as a zero-sum game. If someone else is 
praised by the boss, I am automatically devalued. If 
someone else is popular with students or customer, 
I am by default the less popular one. If someone else 
makes better sales number, I am automatically the 
loser. Therefore, we want to beat down others to 
be the best, and this attitude causes the workplace 
to be quite competitive.

When we think of competition this way, we 
allow ourselves and our aspirations to be defined 
by someone else’s performance. If Joe, a colleague, 
makes $100,000 more in sales commission than we 
do, we can get very jealous. It is almost impossible 
to rejoice in his accomplishments. We would want 
to do whatever it takes to make more than he does. 
While this desire to be better than our competitor 
can be a motivator that propels us forward, if we fail 
to outdo them, we can become resentful, thinking 
that the world is unfair. When we are so focused on 
outdoing our competitor, we may become blind to 
the causes and conditions that made their success 
possible and thus fail to assess whether these causes 
and conditions are present for us. 

For example, perhaps Joe is so successful 
because he is extremely outgoing and can make 
friends easily, thus allowing him to get many new 
clients. Do we ask ourselves if we have the same 
capability? I know someone who only needs to 
sleep three hours a day. This gives him many 
more hours to work and be productive. Without 
the same biological disposition, should I try to 
compare my level of productivity with his? Because 

everyone has very different causes and conditions, 
comparing ourselves with others often brings 
unnecessary sufferings.

One might ask, “wouldn’t it mean that to avoid 
suffering, we should forget all about competition and 
just let ourselves fall behind and become obsolete?” 
The answer is “no”; if that were the case, then the 
Dharma would indeed be teaching passivity and 
complacency and would not be a contributing force 
to the society. According to Master Sheng Yen, it 
is not competition per se that is problematic—it is 
how we approach it. Instead of competing against 
others, we should be competing with ourselves. 
When we compete with ourselves, we are 
constantly trying to improve ourselves, even when 
we are in a non-competitive environment. When 
our focus shifts to competing with ourselves, we 

will not see others as competitors but instead as the 
source of help to improve ourselves. For instance, 
I work in a congenial and friendly department and 
it is a relatively non-competitive environment. It 
can easily breed complacency, thinking that doing 
a decent job is good enough. Using Master Sheng 
Yen’s teaching, I understand that even though I 
am getting good reviews for my teaching, there 
is always room for improvement. I find out how 
my colleagues approach various aspects of their 
teaching and learn from them in order to improve 
my teaching. In the process, I enjoy my work more 
and experience growth and development.

This approach works in a competitive 
environment as well. When our focus is on 
improving ourselves rather than defeating someone 
else, we are much more open to information 
that helps us make adjustments to improve our 
performance. This openness helps us appreciate 
the ability of those around us, who might otherwise 
have been identified as our “competitors.” Hence, 
competing with ourselves motivates us to improve 
ourselves and avoid complacency without pitting us 
against others in our workplace. In fact, it helps us 
learn from each other more effectively, resulting in 
our being a more valuable asset to our workplace, 
thus increasing our chances for advancement. More 
importantly, we do not need to suffer through the 
sense of isolation, resentment and jealousy that 
results from competing against others.

I want to share one more thing I find important 
in Master Sheng Yen’s teachings related to this 
topic. It is common for practitioners to mistake 
complacency for contentment. Very often, instead 
of being overly competitive and ambitious, some 
practitioners become satisfied with their current 
level of performance. They see this as “not being 
greedy” and think that they are practicing well. 
Shifu warned that this is complacency. Even 
though we do not seek promotion because it is not 

important for us, it does not mean that we should 
be satisfied with what we can do now and just hum 
along on auto-pilot mode at work. It would be a 
mistake to think of that as contentment or a high 
level of practice. It is actually complacency and 
laziness. Whatever job we have, we can always find 
ways to do it better.

Regardless of the kind of job we have and 
whether there is a boss breathing down our neck, 
we should continue to improve our performance. 
This is the attitude of competing with ourselves. In 
fact, that was how Shifu approached his teaching. 
Even though everyone always said that his retreat 
talks were wonderful and perfect, he continued 
to improve his retreat teaching over the years by 
experimenting with different things so that he could 
help more people. Here is another illustration of the 
bodhisattva path: If our focus is on doing a better job 
so that those we serve and work with can benefit, we 
will find ways to improve ourselves, and in the end, 
we are the one who benefits most from the learning 
process. Bodhisattva practice is about benefiting 
oneself while bringing benefits to others.

Vow to Help All Sentient Beings

The third of the three cumulative pure precepts 
is to vow to help all sentient beings. This part of 
the bodhisattva precept motivates us to be diligent. 
Since we have vowed to help all sentient beings, we 
make use of every opportunity to help others, not 
just when we feel like it or when it is someone we 
like. This point is particularly useful for cultivating 
the bodhisattva path at work. Very often we may 
not like some of the people we deal with at work. 
This is one of the most common complaints I hear 
from people about their work life: “My boss drives 
me crazy,” or “I can’t stand the people I work with,” 
or “I hate dealing with the customers.” If we remind 
ourselves of our vow to help all sentient beings, 
when we complain about someone at work, we are 
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more likely to ask ourselves, “why am I not helping 
this sentient being?” This thought often is enough 
to stop the chain of frustrated and angry thoughts 
and provide us with the space to give rise to 
empathy, understanding and kindness, and to find 
ways to get along with these people and help them.

I know someone who told me that she could 
not stand her secretary; she would complain 
about her non-stop. But after a while, she saw 
that her complaining was destructive. She realized 
that when she complained about her secretary’s 
incompetence, she was reinforcing her own sense 
of pride while suppressing thoughts of empathy 
and understanding. Not only did she not feel 
good, these negative feelings came through in 
her interactions with her secretary, making it 
more difficult for them to work together. Being a 
practitioner, she realized that she was clearly not 
applying the practice when it came to her secretary. 
This thought got her to stop the frustration and 
instead see the situation more clearly. She saw that 
her secretary was being asked to perform tasks that 
she was not equipped to do, and it was a situation 

that they just had to work with. Being aware of 
that, she learned to give her secretary tasks within 
her capability and to give her more detailed 
instructions to help her. More importantly, 
because she no longer thinks negatively of her 
secretary, she can treat her with more kindness 
and appreciate better what she does. As a result, 
they now have a much better work relationship. 

Some people may think of this vow to help all 
sentient beings as a burden. If we look at it from 
the perspective of cultivating the bodhisattva 
path, every person we encounter is an opportunity 
to practice. In this way, we ought to be grateful 
for all the difficult people we have to work with 
because learning to work with them deepens 
our patience and compassion, and definitely 
improves our interpersonal skills. Practicing this 
way, we come to see everyone we encounter 
at work as bodhisattvas who help us with our 
practice. When we see that our workplace is filled 
with bodhisattvas, then our workplace becomes 
no different from the pure land. When that 
happens, we will no longer dread going to work.

R e t r e a t  R e p o r t  b y  D .  C .

From kindness, I suggest that those who ex-
pect to earn peace and relaxation in the very midst 
of this busy world by way of meditative retreats, 
not to read this report. Huatou is not such a 
method. You can’t understand and accept it com-
fortably slouched in your armchair in your cozy, 
warm home, or killing time reading while wait-
ing for someone to call you on the mobile. But, if 
you are still discomforted by the childhood wish 
to find out what lies beyond the manifestation of 
this world, by what is beyond our stories and illu-
sions about us and the world, if your fear of non-
existence is greater and stronger than all your oth-
er fears together, then you are in the right place 
reading this.

After three days of travel by trains, cars, and 
planes we came to a fairytale monastery in Taiwan. 
Previously called Tao House, it is a beautiful edi-
fice amidst flowers, bamboo, and bonsai trees, sur-
rounded by the sound of water flowing over stone 
waterfalls and settling in the small fish-pond lakes. 
With greenery and the singing of tropical birds, it 
is still in a city, with omnipresent tourists who peek 
curiously and cheerfully all around, taking pictures. 

The schedule of sitting meditation, the daily 
schedule, the rules of retreat, the introduction...
everything was ready for us when we arrived! The 
retreat began in the best manner of the long tradi-
tion and excellent organization left by Shifu, Mas-
ter Sheng Yen. But once the retreat had started, the 
heavenly fairytale was replaced by an exciting ac-
tion movie! 

This seven-day retreat, the shortest period 
available, which did not seem to be that tightly 
scheduled, turned out to be the longest seven days 

in my 63 years of life. The retreat was designed as 
a block of time with neither a single moment free, 
nor some space where one could hide, lie low, or 
surrender to daydreaming the inner story of the 
Ego-Mind.

The retreat started abruptly, without any warn-
ing, with no time lost on introductions or explana-
tions of method, but by teaching us in the most di-
rect, and also the most dramatic way, that the only 
thing we actually need is what all of us already have 
within us, even if we do not know it yet: our real 
Buddha Nature! It was a full day — a tight schedule 
required of us the uttermost effort during the mo-
tionless sittings, which lasted up to an hour and a 
half. The walking practice even included two “fast-
walking meditations,” but in reality it was running 
up to the edge of exhaustion and even beyond! 
With the active help of the Guest Teacher and four 
time-keepers, whose shouts were accompanied by 
loud slaps of the kyosaku (stick), all this created an 
atmosphere in which the everyday mind quickly 
lost its self-referential obsession with talking to it-
self. Existence was direct, here and now! The mind 
was completely united, even though only through 
fear — a senseless kind of fear considering that the 
pain of the kyosaku slap was infinitely small com-
pared to the already present pain of our backs and 
knees.  

So how and from where has this fear emerged? 
To me, it seemed that the root of the fear was in 
meeting the unknown, the incomprehensible, in 
the depth of one’s own being — the fear of the pre-
monition of decay of the picture of oneself and the 
surrounding world — the panic when waking up 
from a bad dream, we realize that this nightmare is 
not really a dream!
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Imperceptibly, as the retreat went on the fear 
was converted into the energy of presence, of 
clear lucidity which grew — to the participant, 
it became clear that in such consciousness 
even what is called enlightenment is possible. 
The conventional, associative way of thinking 
had stopped, the usual picture of oneself had 
stopped, and was replaced by the direct sensing 
of existence, the real existence without any 
additional attributes, without any additional 
demands. Anticipation of the end of sittings, the 
end of running, of eating lunch, of resting, of 
nights and days had stopped... 

And so, one morning while I was drinking 
my tea in the moment of silence under the 
morning stars, the last frame of the “Ox-herding 
Pictures” had manifested to me — the return to 
the marketplace, empty-handed. I thought I knew 
that, I’ve understood it “philosophically” a long, 
long time ago, but this had nothing in common 

with philosophy or with my way of understanding. 
It was clear to me why the understanding of us 
Westerners (and it seems that things are not better 
for the Easterners) does not go further than what 
Guo Ru Fashi called “worldly Chan.” And even 
though inside myself I was united and holding no 
doubts, even though my body shimmered with 
inner joy with such clarity, I am not now able to tell 
you anything about it, or to write anything... 

What was accomplished? If there was an 
accomplishment, it was the knowledge that 
the awareness at the end of the retreat could 
continue, that it could be extended into eternity 
— only the right shape of the awareness, the true 
shape of my existence. True existence in one 
single moment is more important than endless 
unconscious lives. Existence in even one single 
moment is enough for a human being to know and 
to be able to do something. That is the necessary 
cause and the result at the same time!

Chan Huatou Retreat - Chan Cultivation Center - February 17-23, 2013

The joy and humor appearing in the stories 
and reports on the closing day scaled down the 
memories of pain, efforts, shouts, and blows, to 
a distant faintness. Nonetheless, very serious 
insights were presented in the stories of those 
participants who spoke about their experience 
of a Huatou retreat for the first time. A group 
photograph was made when we were once again 
in the paradise of rippling water, bird songs, 
flower fragrances, and inquisitive tourists trying 
to find out what was happening.

Visits to the tea shops. Airports, airplanes, 
continents. A return home into winter. We were 
welcomed by a large group of Dharma friends eager 
to sit around us and absorb our first impressions, 
with cups of tea. 

On the train ride home, I succumbed to the 
accumulated weariness and fell asleep. When I 
awoke the train had already passed the destination 

— my home town! Now from a distance I feel 
sincere gratitude to all who have made this retreat, 
and my participation in it, possible.

You have surely noticed that I have not directly 
mentioned the man whose compassion and wisdom 
have made this retreat possible. Guo Ru Fashi…is 
out of reach of my description…like a monumental 
mountain…  To put it plainly and exactly, he simply 
is not in need of my humble praise or gratitude. But 
just such attitudes and reasons have made such a 
difficult retreat feasible. His faith and strength 
have uncovered so much more self-confidence, 
perseverance, energy, and audacity than we ever 
dreamt of having in us. By crossing this invisible 
boundary of one’s own possibilities, directed by 
Fashi’s assistance, a man subliminally realizes that 
his limitations are not from the outside.
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The Past News from CMC, DDRC and DDMBA Worldwide

Photos by Mina Tang 

B u d d h a ’ s  B i r t h d a y

On Sunday, May 12, 2013, the Chan Meditation 
Center hosted a celebration for the Buddha’s 
Birthday and Gratitude to 
Mother Earth, to commemorate 
the birth of Shakyamuni Buddha 
and Mother’s Day. Eight people 
took refuge in the Three 
Jewels and received the Five 
Precepts with Abbot Venerable 
Guo Xing. A special chanting 
service and Bathing the Buddha 
Ceremony was held, where 
people were invited to bathe 
a statue of the baby Buddha, a 
method of purifying the mind. 
There was also a fundraising 
bazaar called “Merit Fair.” 

The Venerable Abbot gave 
a special Dharma talk entitled, 
“The Mind, the Buddha, and 
Sentient Beings—One in 
Essence.” After a vegetarian 
feast, there was a musical 
performance by the CMC choir 
and a theatrical play by children 
and members of Dharma Drum 
for Young People. The event was concluded with a 
guided meditation, “Contemplation of Earth” led by 
the Venerable Abbot. 

In preparation of CMC’s renovation and 
expansion plans, plants from the backyard garden 
were potted for attendees to take home and care 
for. These plants will be returned for replanting 
once construction is completed.

B o d h i s a t t v a  P r e c e p t s

On May 16-19, 2013, Dharma Drum Mountain 
Buddhist Association held Dharma Drum Mountain 

New York’s sixth Transmission 
Ceremony of the Bodhisattva 
Precepts at Dharma Drum 
Retreat Center. 104 participants 
from the United States, Canada, 
Asia and Europe received the 
precepts. The ceremony was 
presided over by Venerable 
Guo Dong–Abbot President of 
DDM, Venerable Guo Xing–
Abbot of DDRC and CMC, and 
Venerable Guo Qi–Secretary 
General of DDM Social Welfare 
and Charity Foundation. A team 
of monastics from Taiwan and 
the Chan Meditation Center 
and a team of lay volunteers 
assisted.

The weekend included 
video lectures by the late 
Venerable Master Sheng Yen 
on the meaning and significance 
of the precepts. There was also 
a purification ritual, repentance 

practices, dharma talks and rehearsals for the 
ceremony. On the next to last day a Transmission 
of the Precepts to the Spirit Realms ceremony 
was held, where participants invited spirit beings 
to receive the precepts. On the final morning the 
participants themselves received the Transmission 
of the Bodhisattva Precepts. The event concluded 
with small group sharing sessions and presentations.

E - m a i l  F r o m  B o d h i s a t t v a  P r e c e p t s  P a r t i c i p a n t

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude and joy to Venerable Guo-dong, Venerable Guo Xing, Venerable 
Guo-qi, all of the monks and nuns, and all of the laity and supporters who made possible the recent Transmission of 
the Bodhisattva Precepts at DDRC in Pine Bush, New York. Thank you for your compassion.

Please know that I am back home safe and that my family is safe. As you may recall, I live Edmond, Oklahoma, 
which is part of the Oklahoma City metro area. When I was waiting in the Newark airport terminal on Sunday 
afternoon for my return flight, I was surprised to hear CNN report that a tornado was within about 2 miles of my 
home. I called my wife, Ling. She and our twin daughters, Sophia and Lara, were hiding in our hallway closet. I 
could hear the tornado sirens in the background. Our house was not hit and my family is safe. However, the storm 
continued eastward, damaging homes, and at least 1 person lost their life. The next day, today, another tornado came 
in Moore (south of downtown Oklahoma City; we live north of downtown), and it hit a medical center, large movie 
theater, and elementary school. Currently, there are reported fatalities, many of them children from the school.

Please keep Oklahoma, and the people suffering here from the recent tornadoes on May 19th and 20th, in your 
thoughts, wishing them compassionate Dharma peace and protection.

Amituofo,
Austin Reams

Mr. Reams Bodhisattva 

We are so grateful to hear your family and you are safe and well. As Buddhists, we believe the dharma protectors 
always surround practitioners to keep them safe while they are practicing diligently. Please continue on your practice 
and we all will transfer merits to the survivors and victims as well as their families and friends.

Best Regards,
Wen-Chiao Peng
Coordinator, Bodhisattva Precepts Ceremony

Photo by Pamela Shih
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S p r i n g  E v e n t s  a t  D D R C 

Friends and staff of the Dharma Drum Retreat 
Center (DDRC) welcomed the return of Spring 
weather with several outdoor events. On April 6 
the Children’s Program made their second visit to 
the Catskill Animal Sanctuary (CAS). A 110-acre 
haven for farm animals rescued from cruelty and 
neglect, CAS provides innovative programs that 
educate the public about the sentience of animals, 
and the devastating impacts of agribusiness and 
institutionalized cruelty on animals, people, and 
the planet. The children were given a personal tour 
by CAS director and founder Kathy Stevens, and 
met many of the famous animals, including the 
rooster Poseidon and Buddy the blind horse.

DDRC held its annual Gardening Weekend 
on April 27-28. Twenty-four lay practitioners 
received instruction on performing gardening 
tasks as mindful practice. They helped prepare the 
grounds for Spring by weeding, mulching, planting 
flowers, and building a small rock wall. The work 
was done mostly in silence, or with quiet voices. 
Fresh fruit was provided for snack breaks. During 
free time, groups of friends 
explored the forest trails. 
In the evening there was 
group sitting practice and a 
Dharma Talk.

For Hiking Day on 
May 4, Chang Wen Fashi 
led a group of thirty 
practitioners on a silent 
hike to VerKeerderkill Falls 
in Sam’s Point Preserve. 
At 180 feet tall, this is the 
highest waterfall in the 
Shawangunk Mountains, 
which are visible from the 
DDRC campus. Resting at 

the falls, the group enjoyed the view and a picnic 
lunch, then chatted together in friendly groups on 
the return hike.

Several families gathered for Family Weekend 
May 11-12. On the first day the adults attended 
a One-Day sitting meditation retreat, while 
the children planted a garden. That evening all 
gathered for a drumming circle at the Dining Hall’s 
outdoor fireplace. The next day everyone went for 
walk in the woods and a wade in the stream.

W i l d l i f e  a t  D D R C

The giant snapping turtle known as “The 
Prime Minister” was spotted sunning himself on a 
log on one of the first warm and sunny days. This 
venerable elder has lived in DDRC’s lake for many 
years. He is estimated to be a little over two feet 
long from his nose to the tip of his tail. 

In the wild these turtles have a lifespan of thirty 
years, and at full growth their shell can be twenty 
inches in length, so this one is probably only 
middle-aged.

During Family Weekend (which 
coincided with Mother’s Day) a litter 
of five baby raccoons appeared in a 
hollow tree at the end of the Sangha 
House driveway, directly across from 
the Reception Hall. They were very 
vocal as they climbed up and down 
the tree and walked around on the 
ground beneath it. They appeared to 
be several weeks old, open-eyed, fully 
furred and very mobile. It is not clear 
whether they had been born inside 
the tree; mother raccoons are known 
to stash their brood in such places 
while they go off and forage for food. 
But no mother was seen. 

The babies seemed too young to be afraid of 
the people who came close to them. They never 
ventured far from the tree. They screamed and 
cried all that night and into the next day.  On the 
second day local licensed animal rehabilitator Erica 
Ward-Gonzalez was called. She came and collected 

Photos by Ven. Chang Wen

the one baby who was on the ground at that time, 
and set non-harming traps for the others. The traps 
were baited with a high-protein peanut-butter 
based food. That night it rained heavily and was 
cold and all the babies retreated into the tree. The 
next morning two of them ventured out to warm 
themselves in the sunlight, and later climbed down 
to the ground but showed no interest in the food. 
They seemed very much weaker and at one point 
it was feared that one had died, but this was not 
the case. 

Wearing gloves, DDRC staff picked the babies 
up off the ground and put them into a cat carrier, 
where they walked all over the high-protein food 
without eating it. (Obviously they had not been 
weaned and were in need of the nursing formula 
Erica was bottle-feeding to their sibling she’d 
collected the previous day.) Chang Wen Fashi took 
a ladder and climbed up to the hollow portion of 
the tree, then gently coaxed and removed the two 
remaining babies and put them with their siblings 
in the cat carrier. All are now thriving and happy 
at Erica’s facility, and will be released back into the 
wild when they are old enough.

Photo by Taylor Mitchell
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The Future Retreats, classes and other upcoming events

Dharma Drum Retreat Center (DDRC) in Pine Bush, NY

(845) 744-8114   -   ddrc@dharmadrumretreat.org   -   www.dharmadrumretreat.org

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

Thursday Evening Meditation 7:00 pm –9:00 pm Sitting, walking, moving meditation, Dharma talk.

RETREATS

1-Day & Children’s Program
Saturday Jul 13

9:00 am–5:00 pm Led by Ven. Chang Wen
Saturday Sep 7

10-Day Intensive Chan Retreat Jul 19-28 Led by Ven. Chi Chern

Young People’s Retreat Sep 13-15 Led by Ven. Chang Wen

3-Day Beginner’s Mind Retreat Sep 20-22 Led by Rebecca Li and David Slaymaker

CLASSES

Beginner’s Meditation Part 1 Saturday Aug 24 Led by Ven. Chang Wen

Beginner’s Meditation Part 2 Saturday Aug 31 Led by Ven. Chang Wen

SPECIAL EVENTS

Hiking Day Saturday Aug 17
Check www.dharmadrumretreat.org for details.

Family Weekend Sep 7-8

Schedule is subject to change.  Please check the website for updated 
and detailed information, or to register for activities online.

“Zen & Inner Peace”

Chan Master Sheng Yen’s 
weekly television program 

Now on ICN Cable

Channel 24.2 in NY

Fridays 6:45 pm - 7:00 pm

RETREATS (Pre-registration advised)

1-Day Retreat Jul 27 Saturday  9:00 am–5:00 pm

5-Day Recitation Retreat Aug 12-16
9:00 am-5:00 pm 
Chant the name of Amitaba Buddha while sitting and walking. 
Suitable for beginners as well as experienced practitioners.

3-Day Retreat Aug 31-Sep 2 9:00 am-5:00 pm

1-Day Beginner’s Meditation Retreat Sep 28 Saturday  9:00 am–5:00 pm

CLASSES (Pre-registration advised)

Beginner’s Meditation Parts I & II Sep 7 & 14 Saturdays 9:30 am–12:00 pm Led by David Slaymaker

Dharma Drum for Young People 
(DDYP) Gathering

Every 3rd Saturday 
except otherwise noted

2:30 pm-5:00 pm.
Buddhists and non-Buddhists ages 18-35 are welcome!

Taijiquan with  David Ngo Thursdays
7:30 pm-9:00 pm 
$25 per 4-week month—$80 for 16 classes
First class is free for newcomers

SPECIAL EVENTS

Family Chan Camp Jul 31-Aug4 (at DDRC)
Applications due by July 10
Download application form at www.chancenter.org

Film Viewing and Discussion Aug 18
2:00 pm-5:00 pm 
Led by Dr. Peter Lin; check website for film description.

CHAN MEDITATION CENTER (CMC) SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Sunday Schedule

10:00 am–11:00 am Sitting Meditation

11:00 am–12:30 pm Dharma Talk

12:30 pm–1:00 pm Food Offering and Announcements

1:00 pm–1:45 pm Vegetarian Lunch

Chanting 
and 

Recitation

1st Sunday  2:00 pm-3:30 pm Guan Yin Bodhisattva Chanting Service

2nd Sunday 2:00 pm-4:00 pm Great Compassion Repentance Ceremony Dharani Sutra

3rd Sunday 2:00 pm-4:00 pm Earth Store Bodhisattva Sutra Chanting Service

Last Sunday 2:00 pm-3:30 pm Bodhisattva Precept Recitation Ritual 

(Please note: If there are five Sundays in the month, 
there will be a Guan Yin Bodhisattva Chanting Service on the 4th Sunday.)

Chan Meditation Center  (CMC) in Elmhurst, Queens, NY

(718) 592-6593   -   ddmbaus@yahoo.com   -   www.chancenter.org   -   www.ddmba.org

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

Monday Night Chanting 7:30 pm–9:15 pm
Last Monday of each month:
Recitation of the 88 Buddhas’ names and repentance. 

Tuesday Night Sitting Group 7:00 pm–9:30 pm
Sitting,  yoga exercises, walking meditation, Dharma sharing, 
recitation of the Heart Sutra.

Saturday Sitting Group 9:00 am–3:00 pm Sitting, yoga exercises, video teachings by Master Sheng Yen

Sunday Open House 10:00 am–4:00 pm See below
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Chan Meditation Center Affiliates

NEW YORK - USA HEADQUARTERS
Chan Meditation Center (CMC)

•	 Dharma Drum Mountain 
Buddhist Association (DDMBA)

•	 Dharma Drum Publications

•	 Chan Magazine

90-56 Corona Avenue 
Elmhurst, NY 11373

(718) 592-6593
Fax: (718) 592-0717

ddmbausa@yahoo.com 
www.chancenter.org
www.ddmba.org

Dharma Drum Retreat Center 
(DDRC)

184 Quannacut Road 
Pine Bush, NY 12566

(845) 744-8114
Fax: (845) 744-4753

ddrc@dharmadrumretreat.org
www.dharmadrumretreat.org

TAIWAN - WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Dharma Drum Mountain 
World Center 
for Buddhist Education

No.14-5, Lin 7, 
Sanchieh Village,  
Chinshan, Taipei

02-2498-7171
02-2498-7174
Fax: 02-2498-9029

webmaster@ddm.org.tw 
www.ddm.org.tw

Dharma Drum International 
Meditation Group

Contact: Antonio
Saturdays, 2:00 – 5:00 pm
Jiantan Practice Center

02-2893-4646 
ext. 6504

contact@ddm.org.tw
www.ddm.org.tw

Nung Chan Monastery No. 89, Lane 65, 
Tayeh Road
Peitou, Taipei

02-2893-3161
Fax: 02-2895-8969

NORTH AMERICA - CANADA
Toronto
DDMBA Ontario

Angela Chang (416) 855-0531 ddmba.toronto@gmail.com
www.ddmba-ontario.ca

Vancouver
DDMBA Vancouver Center

8240 No.5 Road, 
Richmond, BC, 
Canada V6Y 2V4

(604) 277-1357
Fax : (604) 277-
1352

info@ddmba.ca
www.ddmba.ca

NORTH AMERICA - MEXICO

Mar de Jade 
Oceanfront Retreat Center
Chacala, Nayarit, Mexico

Laura del Valle MD
Daily meditation; 
regular retreats

(800) 257-0532
01-800-505-8005

info@mardejade.com
www.mardejade.com

NORTH AMERICA - UNITED STATES

California

Los Angeles Ashley Chiang
(626) 350-4388

bluebean88@earthlink.net
www.ddmbala.org

Sacramento Janice Tsai ddmbasacra@yahoo.com

San Francisco Kyle Shih
(650) 988-6928

ddmbasf@gmail.com

Colorado Yun-tung Chu tomchu100@gmail.com

Local organizations affiliated with CMC and DDMBA provide a place to practice with and learn from other 
Chan practitioners.  If you have questions about schedules, activities or publications you may find useful 
information at one of our affiliates near you.

NORTH AMERICA - UNITED STATES

Connecticut
Fairfield Ming-Mei Peng contekalice@aol.com

Hartford Linyung Wang ling-yunw@yahoo.com

Florida

Gainesville Lian Huey Chen lianflorida@hotmail.com

Miami May Lee
(954) 432-8683

Orlando Chih-Hui Chang chihho2004@yahoo.com

Tallahassee Guo Gu tallahassee.chan@gmail.com
www.tallahasseechan.com

Tampa Nancy Kau skau@tampabay.rr.com

Illinois Chicago Susan Lincke
(847) 824-6882

ddmbachicago@gmail.com
www.ddmbachicago.org

Michigan Li Hua Kong lkong2006@gmail.com

Missouri Tai-Ling Chin acren@aol.com

New Jersey New Brunswick Jia-Shu Kuo
(732) 249-1898

jskuo7@gmail.com
www.ddmba-nj.org

New York
Long Island Hai Dee Lee haideelee@yahoo.com

New York City Carol Fong carolymfong@yahoo.com

Rochester Chi An Hong chian@turb-tech-int.com

Nevada Las Vegas Mabel Lin mebaltan@go.com

North Carolina Shirley Wang
(919) 852-4860

tsuili2@yahoo.com

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Thomas Chiang tchiang2001@hotmail.com

Kun-Chang Yu ddmbapa@gmail.com
www.ddmbapa.org

Texas
Dallas Patty Chen ddmba_patty@yahoo.com

Houston Theresa Feng power26v@aol.com

Tennessee Memphis Dan Tu dan_tu@hotmail.com

Utah Salt Lake City Inge Fan inge_fan@hotmail.com

Vermont Jui-Chu Lee juichulee@yahoo.com
www.ddmbavt.org

Washington Seattle Joyce Wang
(425) 957-4597

lichin22@yahoo.com
seattle.ddmusa.org

Washington D.C Jack Chang chiehhsiungchang@yahoo.com
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ASIA and AUSTRALASIA

Australia

Melbourne Laura Chan
61-4-0204-1997

ddmlaura@hotmail.com

Sydney Agnes Chow
61-4-1318-5603

agneschow323@hotmail.com

Hong Kong
Kowloon Cheung Sha Wan

852-2865-3110
Fax: 852-2591-4810

Alexandra Industrial Building 
Room 205, 2/F BLK B, 
23-27 Wing Hong St.

Malaysia

Buddhism Information Centre 
Block B-3-15 & B-3-16, 8 Avenue
Pusat Perdagangan Sek. 8
Jala Sg. Jernih
46050 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

603-79600841
603-7319245
Fax: 603-7331413
Fax: 603-79600842 

kahon@pc.jaring.my
www.media.com.my/zen 

New Zealand Auckland 64-9-4788430 No. 9 Scorpio PL. 
Mairangi Bay

Singapore
Singapore Liaison Office
No. 10 Second Avenue 
Singapore 266660

Ms. Yeh Yin Shia 
Tel/fax: (65) 6469 
6565
Cell: 9745 6565. 

ysyehsg@yahoo.com.tw

EUROPE

Belgium Luxemburg 352-400080 15, Rue Jean Schaack L-2563 
Bonnevoie GD.DE

Croatia
Zagreb
Dharmaaloka Buddhist Center
Dordiceva 23, 10000

Zarko Andricevic 
Tel/fax: 385 1 481 
00 74

info@dharmaloka.org
www.dharmaloka.org

Poland
Warsaw
Zwiazek Buddystow Czan
ul. Promienna 12
05-540 Zalesie Górne

Pawel Rosciszewski
48 22 7362252
Fax: 48 22 7362251
GSM +48601224999

budwod@budwod.com.pl
www.czan.org.pl

Switzerland

Zurich Max Kalin (Guo-yun) 
Tel/fax: 411 382 1676 
Cell: 4179 416 8088 

 MaxKailin@chan.ch 
www.chan.ch

Bern
Haus Sein
Bruungasse 16
CH3011

Hildi Thalmann
31 352 2243

hthalmann@gmx.net
www.chan-bern.ch

United
Kingdom

Western Chan Fellowship
24 Woodgate Avenue 
Bury Lancashire, BL9 7RU

Alysun Jones secretary@westernchanfellowship.org 
www.westernchanfellowship.org

Chan Meditation Center Affiliates



Shambhala Publications—ISBN: 9780834828438
eBook available online: http://www.shambhala.com/the-essence-of-chan.html#

Bodhidharma taught that we are intrinsically 

free from vexations and afflictions, and 

our true nature is already perfect and 

undefiled. Two Entries and Four Practices is one of 

the few texts that Bodhidharma composed. This 

short scripture contains the marrow, or essence, 

of all his teachings. Chan teacher Guo Gu offers 

a translation of this significant 

text, as well as an elaboration 

on the teachings on life and 

practice that it presents, which 

reflect the essence of Chan itself.


